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A MESSAGE FROM PAM…  IN THIS ISSUE 

 

Hello, 

 
This third quarter has been one of the most 
challenging for Mastiff Rescue of 
Florida...but we have made it through. There 
is an old saying..."where there is a will there 
is a way" and it seems to be the motto of our 
volunteers..they get it done. 

The 3rd quarter- MRF has saved and taken in 
16 mastiffs   The breakdown: 
5 "Oldie but Goodies"-  mastiffs 7years up 
2 "under 2 years" 
8 mastiffs 3 up to 7 
.  
1 “Breeder return"- Lovely 3-year-old mastiff 
saved prior to the hurricane, returned to the 
reputable breeder. We neutered and 
returned the dog after the storm 

His Story: 

The Friday before the storm was to hit, 
American Bullmastiff Rescue contacted us 
about a mastiff at a shelter that had been an 
owner surrender. Owner surrenders are the 
first to be euthanized many times and being 
a big dog with a Cat 4 Hurricane coming 
definitely in peril to be euthanized. Shelters 
need the room..because people surrender 
and dump their dogs prior to storms. 

We crossed the line to help others...we are a 
rescue first and were asked to help so we did 
2 Saint Bernards, 2 adult Daniffs ; took in 8---
4 week old Daniff puppies ,1 Pied mastiff 

maybe mixed with something else on the kill 
list and so worth saving. Plus worked with a 
few other rescues to save about 5 other 
dogs..  Our volunteers made it happen! 

Please remember, we are foster based and all 
these dogs went into foster homes. Then we 
had Hurricane Irma to deal with. I am on the 
East Coast...with 18 Special Needs mastiffs. 
We had so many wonderful offers to help us 
evacuate...Valerie delivered a generator, 
Alicia and Tiffany offered to help, then the 
storm cut across and the West Coast was in 
jeopardy...Julie living in Cape Coral took her 
17-18 dogs plus the neighbor’s dogs, a total 
of 35 dogs and 25 people to a safe place. 
Donna in Cape Coral stayed in her hallway 
with her dogs. Lisa in Naples has many of the 
Oldies and took all of hers to a safe place. 
The list goes on. The commitment they have 
is astounding! Fortunately, we all survived 
with little damage. 

We have vet checked, neutered, spayed, eye 
surgeries, tumor surgeries, you name it --we 
have done it. Your donations and support 
have enabled us -----WE COULD NOT DO 
THIS WITHOUT YOU! 

Thank you, 

Pam Boswell 

 

 

Walking 101 
Learn tips from a pro how to successfully train your 
mastiff when walking.  

Page 2 

 

Essential Oils 
Both people and pets can benefit from the power of 
pure, therapeutic grade essential oils. 

Page 4 

Mastiff Rescue of Florida is a 501©3 non-
profit organization founded to meet the 
needs of English Mastiffs throughout the 
State of Florida. These dogs, through no 

fault of their own, are not able to stay 
with their owners. We are an all-

volunteer rescue that works to find 
forever homes and to educate the public 

about these gentle giants. 
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Sometimes MRF steps up to 
save a dog in need who is 
not a Mastiff.  Sadie is 
such a dog.   She was 
rescued from a shelter 
after being 
surrendered.  Sadie was 
very nervous at meeting new 
people.  She would growl 
when attempting to get her 
out of the car the day she 
was rescued.  She was 
however, easily bribed with 
treats and quick to come 
around to her new foster 
mom.  Sadie is young, 
energetic and playful.  She 
loves her toys and enjoys 
fetching. She is eager to 
please and is learning her 
basic commands. We are 
working on her jumping when 
she gets excited.  She is 
able to clear the doggie 
gate in a single 
bound.  Sadie will need a 
home with time and patience 
to teach her the rules of 
the household.  She is also 

working on 
potty 
training. 
 It would 
seem that 
she had 
little 
guidance 
in her 
previous 
life 
before 
rescue.   
Sadie is 
working on 
walking on 
a leash 
and is 
doing 
well. She 
is as 
loving as 
she is adorable and will 
make a wonderful addition 
to a household who 
understands she has had 
little training and nearly 
no previous limit 
setting.   

SADIE 

Sadie  Mastiff Wannabe but a Saint Bernard 
type.  3year old, spayed, all vaccines and loves 
her humans and playtime. 

 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADOPT SADIE? 
Contact us! 

 

 

 

 

Giardia. Please be aware. 

With all the rain that many of us have had in 
Florida, many pets are coming up with 
Giardia.   It is definitely something that you 
need to know about.  

Giardia infection is fairly common in pets – 
especially dogs. It is a zoonotic infection, 
meaning it can be passed between animals 
and humans. Animals that have been housed 
with lots of other animals are common The 
usual way a dog gets infected is by ingesting 
a giardia cyst contained in the feces of 
another animal. Contaminated outdoor 
water is very often the source of infection, 
since the giardia parasite thrives in cool, 
damp environments. Once inside your pet’s 
body, the cysts open and active forms of 
giardia attach to the walls of the intestine 
and begin to reproduce. Eventually some of 
these active forms build new cysts around  

 

 

themselves and pass from the pet’s body in 
feces and the cycle begins again. 

Many pets with giardia have no symptoms. 
The most common symptom is diarrhea, 
which can be acute or chronic. Left 
untreated, a giardia infection can cause 
serious GI inflammation, chronic diarrhea, 
malabsorption and other digestive issues, 
and weight loss. 

Diagnosis of a giardia infection requires a 
special test that not every vet uses. Effective 
treatment of an infection requires thorough 
follow-up to insure the parasite has been 
completely cleared from your pet’s body. 

 

Keeping Healthy 

Giardia in dogs can cause diarrhea, 
vomiting, weight loss, poor condition, 
or death. However, many infected 
dogs show no symptoms. 

I Need a Home! 
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"Walking 101" 

You wake up, get the first cup of hot coffee, 
and enjoy the natural sunlight coming inside 
the home making you warm and happy. You 
then realize it’s time to take your monster 
dog for a walk. Warmth and happiness gone, 
fear kicks in. This is the Typical start to 
anyone’s morning that has a loving caring dog 
that likes to take the human on a walk! The 
key in all dog training is repetition and 
consistency. This means, you need to practice 
SUCCESSFULLY taking full control of the walk. 
I will break it down so it is easy to understand 
because some dogs can become 
overwhelming incredibly too fast for their 
owner's reaction time (especially at 6am). As 
we all know, not all dogs are the same!  

The moment you grab the leash and/or collar 
and your pup hears the 
jingling of the tags or bells 
you have just started the 
doomsday clock. It is up to 
you (the Alpha of your 
pack) to determine how 
you would like to spend 
your morning: walking or 
running down the street 
screaming and shouting 
after your bad dog that 
you are "so so sorry" for? 
The rules are simple, YOU 
CREATE THE RULES!  

Before you leave the 
house, make sure your dog is leashed up and 
performing a task for you (Sit, Place, Stay, 
etc.) already you are getting him/her 
mentally prepared for your next task/job. 
Normally, we would just open the door and 
panic to close the door before they take us to 
the end of the driveway/sidewalk/stairwell, 
but this time I want you to take control of 
YOUR walk. Leave the door closed fully until 
your dog is doing a task, then turn the 

handle. That’s the moment we as owners 
need to step up and be consistent. "I told you 
what your task was, do it and then we can 
leave" is the conversation we need to start 
having with our furry children! once they 
show you willingness to work and complete 
the job, you can open up the door, grab the 
leash, and the Alpha enters the world inviting 
the pack to join him/her. We invite the dog to 
the outside world so we leave the house first, 
and we own the home so we always enter 
the home first welcoming the fur babies back 
into it NOT the other way around. 

If you have made it this far, congratulations! 
You have spent 10-25 minutes trying to get 
out of your door. Now that you are outside, 
the goal is to create your perfect bubble. 
Your perfect bubble is the invisible boundary 
you will now determine for your dog so that 
he/she is no longer leading you (my perfect 
bubble is not allowing the dogs shoulders to 
pass my toes). This allows you to create a 
puzzle that your dog needs to solve. The only 
hints you give the dog are verbal and 
physically with the leash. If this is becoming 
too much of a hassle, call your dog to you and 

make them sit, 
every step you 
make from this 
point has the 
consequence of a 
sudden direction 
change, speed 
change, or stopping 
and looking up at 
the leash 
handler/alpha/own
er/walker.  

The goal of the walk 
is to turn the walk 
into a job. if you 

usually take your dog out of the house and to 
the left, start taking them across the street 
and to the right. Do not let your dog predict 
what will happen next. Doing this will cause 
your companion to actually pay attention to 
you and have a purpose on this walk. When 
we sit down and study or do paperwork all 
day we are exhausted the entire day 
afterwards, but if we go for a mile 
run/walk/jog are we exhausted as we would 

be mentally exercising? The key is mental 
stimulation vs physical stimulation and its 
lasting effects. Do not be afraid to do figure 
8's or circles in the driveway and sidewalk 
because your dog hasn’t quite solved the 
puzzle. "Leash pressure comes when you get 
out of my bubble. It’s my walk so I am in 
control and you better keep up because 
every time you don't pay close attention I will 
speed up, slow down, stop and make you sit, 
and change direction"  

 

  

Trainer Tips 
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DILUTION RATES 

 

Lavender: Use for injuries. Gental & anti-
infectious. Combine with peppermint to 
speed healing, decrease pain/infection. 
Repels parasites, cals nervious system. May 
be helpful for masses, allergies, burns, 
ulcers, insominia, and tumors. Useful in 
conditioning dogs to a safe space. 
Thieves: Perfect for minor wounds, abrasions, 
and lacerations. Can beused for dental 
concerns. Safe for puppies.  
Purification: Useful for external parasites, 
such as fleas, ticks and mosuitoes. Useful for 
purifying and cleaning odors.  
Peace & Calming: Ideal for stress, fear, anxiety, 
as it calms your pet. If the pet is injured, it 
can relax them to administer other 
treatments. Good for introducing new 
people/pets, stressful activities such as a car 
ride, thunderstorms or fireworks.  
Di-Gize: Gastrointestinal systems respond 
well to this blend.  
Peppermint: Place a drp in water for internal 
cooling.  
Chamomile: Antispasmodic, analgesic and 
nerve calming as it sooths the nervous 
system. Helps relieve muscle pain, crams, 
teething.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Facebook: Essentially Spoiled Pets 

OR CONTACT 
jandoscia@abaresults.com 
 

 

 

We love our pets! They are family members 
and deserve only the best! We strive to give 
our pets the longest, healthiest lives possible 
and believe that the key to longevity is 
prevention on illness and maintenance of 
good health. Always follow your vet’s advice 
about protecting your pet from diseases, 
parasites and conditions prevalent in your 
area. We recommend annual physical 
examinations for all pets. Prevention of 
diseases or illness is imperative. In addition 
to regular veterinary visits and annual 
testing, provide high quality nutrition, 
supplements, and use essential oils to 
support your pet’s immune system. Essential 
oils offer complementary therapy, enhancing 
other therapies as well and in some cases, 
essential oils may offer complete treatment 
or cure of your pet’s conditions.  

What are Essential Oils? 

Both people and pets can benefit from the 
power of pure, therapeutic grade essential 
oils. Proven effective for hundreds of 
ailments, the history of essential oils dates 
back to ancient times when plants were the 
first medicines. Each essential oil contains 
specific benefits to which the body and mind 
respond. Essential oils are antiseptic and 
immune system stimulants. They fight 
viruses, bacteria, fugal organisms, tumors, 
and more. They are non-water based 
phytochemicals made up of volatile aromatic 
compounds immediately absorbed by the 
skin.  

How do I use Essential Oils on my dog? 

First, we only recommend and will refer to 
the use of 100% pure therapeutic grade 
essential oils. There are three ways to use 
100% pure therapeutic grade essential oils: 

1. Topically, by applying to the fur. 

2. Aromatically, through using a diffuser. 

3. Orally, high quality pure essential oils may 
be ingested through capsules or in food, but 
we recommend adding essential oils to a 
dog’s drinking water for ease of 
administration.  

No-No’s: Never put essential oils directly in 
the eyes or ears of your pet. 

Topically 

When applying an essential oil to your pet’s 
skin, you must dilute the oil with a carrier oil. 
A carrier oil is vegetable oil such as coconut 
oil or grapeseed oil that can be used to dilute 
essential oils. If using Rose Geranium 
Essential Oil to prevent ticks on a small dog 
under 25 pounds, you would dilute the oil 
75%; using 1 drop of Rose Geranium and 4 
drops of a carrier oil such as coconut. When 
using Rose Geranium Essential Oil on a larger 
dog over 150 pounds, you could apply one 
drop of the oil directly to the dog’s skin (back 
of neck) to test for sensitivity. If no skin 
irritation occurs, no dilution is necessary.  

Aromatically 

Diffusing 
purifies the air 
and eliminates 
odors, dispersing 
the oils into tiny 
molecular form 
that are absorbed 
into the skin and 
inhaled. A diffuser 
orb can also be 
attached to your 
dog’s collar.  

 

Healthy Living with Essential Oils 
By Essentially Spoiled Pets 
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I spent my life in all different forms of 
combat and rescue work. I spent quite a few 
years in countries around the world typically 
third world or war torn countries performing 
military security tasks as a military 
contractor.  As both a Coast Guard & 
Merchant Marine officer, later a "Contractor" 
I saw pretty much the worst of what goes on 
in the world. After getting wounded overseas 
I decided it's time to end this (actually my 
family did).  About 10 years ago I got 
involved with rescue animals it all started as 
a fluke a close friend called me and 
convinced me to go pick up this dog Ozzy an 
English Mastiff that was on death row she 
always sent me on animal rescue missions...  

Ozzy was abused in the shelter, 
emaciated but you could see in his eyes he 
was a sweetheart.  He was one of those 
Mastiffs that spoke in growls they decided he 
was "A Mauler". As they would not release 
him to me I ended up breaking him out as he 
was scheduled to be euthanized a couple of 
hours later it was the only way and they 
didn't have the ability to stop me. He had 
gotten a bad rap and I ended up making a 
deal with the commander of the local SPCA 
law enforcement office in New York that 
came after me. He took legal custody of 
Ozzy and I Fostered him (failed) on the 
condition I would help his agency (I guess he 
appreciated the jailbreak!). 

Let me step back when I picked up Ozzy I 
made it clear that I did not want a dog and I 
would not keep him only transport him. Well 
that all changed once I met him. It took a 
couple of hours before I was completely 
hooked and he was my new son, partner and 
sidekick. I ended up becoming an SPCA law 
enforcement officer working for the 
commander who helped me.  

As an SPCA officer I saw some of the worst of 
humanity worse at times than what I'd seen 
even overseas.  I ended up working primarily 
with what ignorant people refer to as the 
aggressive breeds. You know Mastiffs, 
Bulldogs, Pitbulls, Rottweilers and such. In 
my world these are some of the best breeds 
in existence. I continued to work in New York 
up until Hurricane Sandy or about six months 
after Hurricane Sandy.  

During the storm I had so many cases where 
people abandoned their dogs and cats, in 

some cases after dealing with all the legal 
hoops we got there too late and the 
animals had passed on, in other cases we 
were able to rescue them. That's when 
we stopped going through channels as 
they took too much time. We stopped 
worrying about warrants and did our best 
to protect these animals. A few months 
later when I came to Florida in Florida 
there were no openings in an agency 
similar to the one I worked in so went 
back to working as a military contractor 
never losing sight of my love for these 
puppies.  

About 4 years ago Ozzy my best friend and 
partner in life crossed the rainbow bridge I 
was extremely distraught.  This is what 
brought me to Pam.  After some soul-
searching I realized that I was hooked on 
English Mastiffs. One day I was at a dog run 
with my English Bulldog Roxy who has since 
passed on. Someone abandoned an English 
Mastiff who is now named Rocky once again I 
just took him (yes I waited for the run too 
close).  While this was going on Pam 
arranged for me to Foster Bear my first 
brindle English Mastiff and then there were 
TWO a couple of weeks later Pam asked me 
to pick up another Mastiff from the kids of a 
gentleman who just passed away so I picked 
up Max (I was only there to transport him - 
Failed Transport) and then there were 
THREE. Since then we have my son's Pitbull 
Kylo part time (He travels constantly for 
work) and a French Mastiff Jazzy (Princess 
Jasmine) (all rescues) that showed up one 
day and that’s the point that they just started 
showing up.  

Last year on one of my contracts overseas to 
Afghanistan we were able to rescue four 
Belgian Shepherds that were military dogs 
abandoned by military contractors from 
Germany.  Some friends who are stationed 
over there in a Marine unit cared for the dogs 
on our behalf for almost 6 months till we 
were able   to get clearance for the dogs 
expedited and brought them back to the US. 
Those four dogs were placed with Marine 
Corps families as we felt it was the most 
appropriate place for these war heroes to 
spend the rest of their lives.  We wanted 
them to be with families that truly appreciate 
their sacrifices and would spoil them 
rotten.  I've checked on all of them from time 

to time and yes they all have their own 
couches as they should.  In addition to this 
we rescued two horses two a half years ago 
that I built a barn for and last year the day 
after Hurricane Matthew a cat showed up 
and decided he was never going to be 
outside in a storm again and was moving in, 
that's Morris and then there were Eight! And 
by the way during Hurricane Irma he was 
inside safe and dry! One thing I realized over 
the course of all these rescues is I definitely 
prefer animals to people. After a life spent 
fighting all over the world they bring a peace 
to my life. I definitely get more from them 
being here then they get from me. 
 

 

MRF is truly fortunate to 
have Matt part of the team! 

Interested in volunteering? 
Please contact us! 

Mastiffrescue1@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

  

Volunteer Spotlight 
Matt Kanter 

mailto:Mastiffrescue1@gmail.com
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Hello, my name is Newton and this article is 
about how I see life… as an 8-year-old 
English Mastiff. You might be surprised I can 
type, but alas, we mastiffs are full of slobbery 
surprises! If you follow me through my 
Facebook page, then you know I love my 
family, look forward to camping, tolerate my 
baby brother and do consider myself a 
coinsure of dog beds.  

When mom asked me to share my thoughts, 
I wasn’t sure what to say! But, as I walked 
around my house sniffing the new 
decorations, it came to me! Holidays. There 
are a few coming up and this stresses me. I 
don’t know about your furry family 
members, but my siblings and I are all 
rescued. What does this matter? Well, we 
didn’t get the best start in life and when new 
people are around, we get nervous (my sister 
is the WORST!). 

Halloween is full of people knocking on the 
door and tasty treats all around that 
(according to mom… though she might be 
lying just to not share) are bad for me. 
Thanksgiving is full of people in my house 
wanting to touch me and AGAIN food I’m not 
allowed to eat. Christmas is very sparkly with 
lots of things laying around that I’m not 
allowed to touch (Tell me again why I can’t 
chew on the Elf?). To finish it all, we have 
New Year’s Eve, aka, The End of the World 
with loud booms in the sky. Sometimes it 
seems like too much! So, here are some tips 
to help your furry family through the 
stressful holiday times: 

• If you’re having guests over and 
you know we’re nervous around strangers, 
set up a “safe space” for us. Inform your 
guest that if we’re in our space they should 
leave us alone. Do not force us to meet 
people.  

• Turkey is delicious. My mouth 
waters just thinking of it! If you know your 
pet likes to counter surf, please put them in 
another room or push the food back to help 
us resist this temptation!  

 

 

 

• Grapes, raisins, chocolate, alcohol, 
coffee and nicotine are all hazardous or 
potentially hazardous to us. So, although you 
might want to share your food with us, those 
rich and fatty foods will upset our digestive 
system.  

• Don’t leave us unattended outside 
and if your pet likes to bolt out the door, 
teach a wait cue. Make sure we always have a 
collar with identification and during the loud 
booms in the sky and make sure we are 
secure in the house and unable to run when 
we are scared.  

• Keep Christmas trees secured and 
don’t put hazardous chemicals in the water 
because we sure do love to drink it when 
you’re not looking. Keep delicious smelling 
presents up high and secure the candles of a 
Menorah or Jack-o-Lantern from our happy 
tail.  

• Do not bring home a Christmas 
puppy.  

• Leave a stocking out for us and 
make sure to tell Santa we’ve been GOOD!  

 

May your barks be less, 
and your slobbers be More. 

and nothing but Mastiffs, 
CoMe through your door. 

 

Until next time, Newton 

 

 

 

My First Days Saved 
Thanks to MRF, my family and my baby (pictured here), 
my days of being a scared and horribly thin “dog” are 
over. I now am a treasured family member who is so 
healthy and happy! IF you are thinking of adding a furry 
member to your family, don’t shop… adopt!  

 

Roar!  
Yes, I dress-up for Halloween! I’m a lion! I’ve 
attended a trick-or-treat, but mommy soon 
realized I don’t like the attention my size brings! 
So, I now happily sit at home while my family 
knocks on stranger’s doors. Remember to listen to 
your pet! Sometimes the festivities are too much!  

 

Happy Newtonmas! 
Yup. This my baby and me in our matching 
Christmas jammies! Mommy also bought my 
brother, sister and me matching Ugly Christmas 
sweaters! Sigh. Moms.  

  

 

             Life as Newton Knows It 
                                       by Newton Andoscia 
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Larry, aka Oakley, aka The Destroyer was a 
blessing to our family and came to us at the 
perfect time.  In June, we had to put down 
our beloved Rufus who was increasingly 
aggressive with people outside of the 
immediate family.  It was the most difficult 
decision that we have ever had to make, and 
we still question ourselves everyday whether 
we made the right decision or not, knowing 
that we made the only decision that there 
was.  In the time after, we saw a change in 
the demeanor of our mastiff Lucy.  She 
became very depressed and lethargic and we 
could tell she was missing her companion 
that was there for her since we brought her 
home at 8 weeks old.  When Pam called and 
asked if we would foster Larry, we were 
thrilled to have the opportunity.  We brought 
him home and the two pups immediately hit 
it off, although Larry had a hard time keeping 
up with Lucy because he is heart worm 
positive. 

The first time we left Larry at home we put 
him in the kennel because we were unsure 
how he would react to being in a new 
environment (and being in a house) we came 
home and Larry had opened the kennel and 
proceeded to destroy anything he could find! 
After that, we tried many different ways to 
secure him inside the kennel and every time 
he would escape, the last time we put him in 
he mangled the kennel to a point that it is 
now unusable, and escaped.  We brought 
another cage in the house to confine our 
other pup Lucy, when we came home we also 
found her out of the kennel.  That was very 
strange to us, because she had never 
escaped before.  Shortly after, we confined 
her while we were home for acting out and a 
couple of minutes later found Larry sitting in 
front of the kennel pawing at the latch, he 
had gotten one unlocked, so we can only 
assume he let her out before.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Larry is a very loving pup and loves his 
attention.  When he wants attention, he will 
come and sit either on you or in front of you 
depending on whether you are standing or 
sitting.  If you do not immediately give him 
attention, he will paw at you to make sure 
you know he is there.  He does not give kisses 
like Lucy does, but will give one or two kisses 
every now and then.  Larry loves deer antlers, 
buffalo horns and his Tuffy turkey.  I am not 
sure if it has something to do with his past, 
but every time he goes to walk outside, he 
carries whatever has attention (a bone, shoe, 
tv remote, roll of paper towels lol) outside 
with him.  It feels like the need to carry 
something with him is almost a survival 
instinct.   

Larry sleeps with his Mom and Dad every 
night, most of the time on one of their 
pillows and many times with his face right on 
theirs. Personal space means nothing to him, 
lol. We thank MRF for the blessing they have 
bestowed upon us and helped us in the 
healing process.  We hope that we can 
restore Larry and his body to what it would 
be without the abuse and neglect he received 
previously.  We are glad to be a part of this 
amazing community and hope to help with 
many more dogs in the near future. 

 

 

  

An Adoption Success Story 
By Jason & Sara 
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Mastiffs Around Town 
Holiday Style! Thank you to everyone who shared their holiday Mastiff pictures! Interested in 
seeing your furry friend pictured here? Keep an eye out on the Facebook page for next quarter’s 
post! Next quarter we’ll feature the chilly weather! 
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• Set up Mastiff Rescue of Florida on your Amazon Smile account.   On your first visit to 
Amazon Smile 
www.smile.amazon.com, you will need to select a charitable organization to receive 
donations from eligible purchased before you begin shopping.  Amazon will remember your 
selection, and every eligible purchase you make at www.smile.amazon.com will result in a 
donation.  The website is exactly the same but has the added bonus of helping Mastiff 
Rescue of Florida with your purchases. 

• Purchase one of our great Mastiff Rescue of Florida car decals from our website! 
• Visit www.liluspetsupply.com a percentage of every purchase comes to MRF! 
• Mastiff Rescue of Florida has a Wish List on Amazon.  Any item would be greatly 

appreciated! 
• Through your place of employment:  www.yourcause.com, 501c3 matching programs, etc.  
• Forward our newsletter to your friends that have Mastiffs!   
• Follow us on Facebook and Instagram. 

 
 

 

wwwmastiffrescuefl.org 

http://www.smile.amazon.com/
http://www.smile.amazon.com/
http://www.liluspetsupply.com/
http://www.yourcause.com/
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